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Marine sedimentary archives are routinely used to reconstruct past environmental
changes. In many cases, bioturbation and sedimentary mixing affect the proxy timeseries and the age-depth relationship. While idealized models of bioturbation exist, they
usually assume homogeneous mixing, thus that a single sample is representative for the
sediment layer it is sampled from. However, it is largely unknown to which extent this
assumption holds for sediments used for paleoclimate reconstructions. To shed light on 1)
the age-depth relationship and its full uncertainty, 2) the magnitude of mixing processes
affecting the downcore proxy variations, and 3) the representativity of the discrete sample
for the sediment layer, we designed and performed a case study on South China Sea
sediment material which was collected using a box corer and which covers the last glacial
cycle. Using the radiocarbon content of foraminiferal tests as a tracer of time, we
characterize the spatial age-heterogeneity of sediments in a three-dimensional setup.
In total, 118 radiocarbon measurements were performed on deﬁned small- and largevolume bulk samples ( ~ 200 specimens each) to investigate the horizontal heterogeneity of
the sediment. Additionally, replicated measurements on small numbers of specimens (10 ×
5 specimens) were performed to assess the heterogeneity within a sample volume. Visual
assessment of X-ray images and a quantitative assessment of the mixing strength show
typical mixing from bioturbation corresponding to around 10 cm mixing depth. Notably,
our 3D radiocarbon distribution reveals that the horizontal heterogeneity (up to 1,250
years), contributing to the age uncertainty, is several times larger than the typically
assumed radiocarbon based age-model error (single errors up to 250 years).
Furthermore, the assumption of a perfectly bioturbated layer with no mixing
underneath is not met. Our analysis further demonstrates that the age-heterogeneity
might be a function of sample size; smaller samples might contain single features from the
incomplete mixing and are thus less representative than larger samples. We provide
suggestions for future studies, optimal sampling strategies for quantitative paleoclimate
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reconstructions and realistic uncertainty in age models, as well as discuss possible
implications for the interpretation of paleoclimate records.
Keywords: paleoceanography, radiocarbon, age-heterogeneity, marine sediments, planktonic foraminifera,
bioturbation, agemodeling, South China Sea

1 INTRODUCTION

deposited material is mixed by burrowing and feeding activities of
the benthic fauna in the upper layer of sediment (Berger et al.,
1979; Savrda and Bottjer, 1991; Casanova-Arenillas et al., 2022).
As the rate of biological mixing, i.e. the bioturbation, is usually
large compared to the sediment accumulation rate, the sediment
becomes well mixed before it is eventually buried below the mixed
layer (Figure 1A) (Berger and Heath, 1968). This mixing
considerably modiﬁes the sequence of recorded environmental
properties and a down-core proxy time series represents only a
smoothed version of the true climatic and temporal history
(Goreau, 1980; Schiffelbein and Hills, 1984; Bard et al., 1987).
Sediments from the same depth layer therefore contain a mixture
of relocated younger and older material which complicates the
interpretation of proxy variables, as well as the determination of
the age of a sediment layer; the latter because measurements are
performed on a ﬁnite number of specimens which may not be
representative of the true mean age and proxy value of the layer
(e.g. Lougheed et al., 2018; Dolman et al., 2021a).
Simple quantitative descriptions of the mixing (Berger and
Heath, 1968; Berger and Killingley, 1982) assume a complete
and instantaneous mixing of the sediment down to a ﬁxed
depth, and no further mixing below (Figure 1A). Under this
assumption, the degree of smoothing affecting the archived
climate record and the expected variations between agedeterminations from different samples from the same

Proxy data from climate archives have been used for decades to
reconstruct climate beyond the instrumental period. The
information of past temperatures is, for example, stored in the
δ18O and the Mg/Ca-ratio in calcite shells of organisms (e.g.
foraminifera) embedded in marine sediments (e.g. Nürnberg
et al., 1996; Lea, 2014). These shells are produced in the water
column, rain down on the ocean seaﬂoor, accumulate over time
and build a continuous archive with deeper layers representing
earlier times. For the interpretation of the recorded
environmental parameters via paleoclimate proxies, a reliable
conversion from depth to age is necessary. For material from the
past 55,000 years, the measured radiocarbon content can be
interpreted as a tracer of time since deposition (Libby et al.,
1949; Blaauw and Heegaard, 2012; Heaton et al., 2021). To this
end, the ratio of 14C/12C (in the following, we only refer to 14C) of
carbon-containing sedimentary material, e.g. the calcite shell of
foraminifera, is typically measured from several depth layers
along a sediment core. These discrete age estimates are then
interpolated by applying statistical methods to obtain a
continuous depth-age scale for the entire sedimentary archive
(Bard et al., 1987; Ramsey, 2008; Blaauw and Christen, 2011).
In oxygenated sediments that form the bulk of the marine
sedimentary archives used for paleoclimate reconstruction, the

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual sketches of mixing processes and sediment heterogeneity in a marine environment. Following the traditional terms of the mixed and the
historical layer, (A) shows a well-deﬁned boundary between both layers while (B) shows more dynamic mixing processes including deep reaching burrows. (C) illustrates
a potential two-dimensional view of the heterogeneous distribution of consistently increasing ages with depth. The panels on the right hand side show a zoom into local
age-heterogeneity. Colored dots and areas indicate marks from mixing of ﬁne materials, fossils and other detrital components.
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2 METHODS

sediment layer are well studied (e.g. Goreau, 1980; Dolman et al.,
2021a).
In reality, the intensity of mixing might vary which would lead
to non-uniform and incomplete mixing. Furthermore, secondary
modiﬁcations by trace fossils of different sizes, such as
Chondrites, Planolites, Thalassinoides, Scolicia, and Zoophycos,
result in vertical and horizontal variability as well (Figures 1B,C)
(e.g. Dorador et al., 2020; Casanova-Arenillas et al., 2022). The
impacts within the sediment are deep-reaching burrows and
spreiten with ﬁllings different from the surrounding sediment
leading to considerable horizontal differences in age estimates on
local (intra-sample, mm-to cm-scale) and regional (between
different samples and cores, m-to km-scale) spatial scales
(Anderson, 2001; Bard, 2001; Löwemark and Werner, 2001;
Lougheed et al., 2020). These post-depositional modiﬁcations
can be visualized and analyzed with X-ray images highlighting the
magnitude of sediment heterogeneity (e.g. Löwemark and
Werner, 2001; Löwemark et al., 2008; Trauth, 2013).
For a quantitative use of paleoclimate records, especially for
large-scale compilations (e.g. Marcott et al., 2013), model-data
comparisons (e.g. Laepple and Huybers, 2014) or data
assimilation (e.g. Osman et al., 2021), the uncertainties and
distortions in the proxy record and age-model have to be
known. Here, proxy-system models (Evans et al., 2013; Dee
et al., 2017; Dolman and Laepple, 2018) or analytical error
models (Kunz et al., 2020; Dolman et al., 2021b) can be used
if the processes contributing to the signal formation are known.
Analyzing global compilations of Holocene and Glacial marine
records, Reschke et al. (2019a,b) showed that the correlation of
nearby proxy records is very low compared to the expectations
from climate models, and that this cannot be explained by the
classical age model uncertainty estimates derived from
radiocarbon measurement and calibration. One hypothesis for
this low correlation is that the true uncertainty of the age model
may be larger due to heterogeneity in the sediment. Such a strong
effect of archive heterogeneity was previously found in other
climate archive types, e.g. ice cores from polar ice-sheets (Münch
and Laepple, 2018).
In the quest of a full characterization of sediment mixing and
age uncertainty, recent developments of ultra-small sample
radiocarbon dating techniques (e.g. <100 μg CaCO3) provide
an important tool. They allow the measurement of the age of
individual or small numbers (<10) of specimens (Wacker et al.,
2010, 2013). This information can be used to quantify the withinsample variability, i.e. the spread between the youngest and the
oldest material, at one depth (Lougheed et al., 2018; Fagault et al.,
2019; Lougheed et al., 2020; Dolman et al., 2021a).
Here we characterize the heterogeneity and the factors
contributing to the age uncertainty of sedimentary archives by
generating radiocarbon data using nine replicate cores extracted
from a single boxcore, thereby affording a 3-dimensional view on
the 14C variability within a 24 × 24 × 34 cm volume. This allows us to
estimate the bioturbational mixing and the sediment heterogeneity
and to infer the full age model uncertainty accounting for these
effects. Finally, we discuss possible implications of the ageheterogeneity on paleo reconstructions and provide suggestions
for an optimal sampling scheme targeted to bioturbated sediments.
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2.1 Study Approach
To quantify and characterize the sediment heterogeneity
affecting paleo-environmental reconstructions from marine
archives, we study an oxygenated marine sediment core
retrieved from the southern South China Sea using a box
corer (Figure 2A, 10 ° 54.0262’ N, 115° 18.4611’ E, 2,208 m
water depth), enabling the analysis of the three-dimensional
(24 × 24 × 38 cm) spatial distribution of ages. The South China
Sea core location was chosen because this region is
characterized by sediments with medium to high carbonate
concentrations (e.g. Broecker et al., 1988a; Broecker et al.,
1988b; Sarnthein et al., 1994) and reported bioturbational
activities (e.g. Wetzel, 2002; Löwemark and Grootes, 2004;
Wetzel, 2008); both can be seen as representative for many
deep sea sediment cores and are therefore suitable for a pilot
study on age-heterogeneity. The sediment consists of beige
and light brown silty foraminiferal ooze which provides
sufﬁcient material for this extensive study with the need of
many specimens in a ﬁnite volume.
We use the radiocarbon content in foraminiferal tests as a
proxy of time since deposition. Following the different intensity
and spatial extent of mixing and burrowing activities, the vertical
and horizontal heterogeneity, which is a result of reworking by
e.g. bottom currents and the displacement of foraminifera shells
by benthic fauna (Figure 1B), might vary on different spatial
dimensions from millimeters to decimeters. To guide our
sampling strategy and interpretation, we posit that the overall
age-heterogeneity can be described by the two terms deﬁned
below and illustrated in the idealized sketch of a two-dimensional
sediment slice (Figure 1C).
1) The term mixing is used here as a description of the
heterogeneity within a sample, i.e. the variations between
individual specimens in a ﬁnite volume, which is the result
of the uniform mixing over a certain depth interval. This insample heterogeneity can be overcome by measuring a large
number of specimens.
2) The horizontal heterogeneity in the mean age can be thought
of as a net displacement of the sediment. It describes the
deviation of a sample from the mean age-depth relationship.
In addition to the process of mixing, this is also dependent on
the sediment accumulation rate and the presence of trace
fossils and resulting post-depositional modiﬁcations.

2.2 Core Setup and Sampling
The sediment core OR1-1218-C2-BC was taken in March 2019
onboard the research vessel Ocean Researcher 1 (OR1). The
sediment consists of beige and light brown silty foraminiferal
ooze. The core was directly divided into twelve sub-cores onboard
the ship by pushing plastic tubes into the sediment (Figure 2B). Here,
the sub-cores OR1-1218-C2-BC-1 to 9 (in the following we only refer
to sub-cores 1–9) were analyzed. The oxygen content of the core was
not measured, but the number of fossil traces indicates oxygen-rich
conditions (Savrda, 2007). The subsequent sampling was performed
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FIGURE 2 | Location and setup of the boxcore OR1-1218-C2-BC. (A) Sampling location of the boxcore in the South China Sea. (B) Photo of the setup and the
plastic tubes (courtesy of Yu-Huang Chen), the sub-cores 11 and 12 are not analyzed. (C) Schematic overview of the individual samples analyzed from the boxcore.
Within each sub-core, seven depth layers were sampled for radiocarbon analyses (orange layers): 0–2, 6–8, 10–12, 16–18, 22–24, 28–30 and 32–34 cm. A detailed
overview of the sample sizes is given in Table 1. Sub-core 1 was further used for small sample analyses (gray excerpt), and together with sub-core 2 for smallvolume bulk sample measurements (22–23 and 23–24 cm, green excerpt).

Additionally, three replicates with 200 specimens from the
depth of 36–37 cm from sub-core 1 were measured for a
preliminary estimate of the sediment mixing intensity.
The sampling was divided into three types with the aim to
investigate the afore-described processes which cause ageheterogeneity between individual specimens as well as among
samples. The types differ in terms of the number of
picked and measured specimens as well as the volume of
the samples:

TABLE 1 | Overview of different parameters from the sub-cores 1 to 9: lengths of
the individual sub-cores, the measured horizontal and vertical sample size and
the resulting volume for each large-volume bulk sample.
Sub-core
1
2
3
4
5
6
7A
7B
8A
8B
9A
9B

Length (cm)
37
38
35
36.5
37
38
33.5
33.5
33.5
33.5
35
35

Horizontal (cm)
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
4

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Vertical (cm)

Volume (cm3)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

128
128
128
128
128
128
64
64
64
64
64
64

• Large-volume bulk samples. The age of the seven depth
layers from each of the twelve sub-cores (indicated in orange
in Figure 2C) was determined with samples based on
volumes of 128 cm3 (= 2 × 8 × 8 cm) for the sub-cores 1
to 6 and 64 cm3 (= 2 × 4 × 8 cm) for the sub-cores 7A to 9B
(Table 1). From each sample, 200 foraminiferal tests were
picked, gently crushed and well mixed, so that each aliquot
of the sample would contain material from a large
proportion of the individuals, and thus would reﬂect the
mean age of the sample. The crushing and mixing is
important as only about one-third of each sample (
~800 μg CaCO3) was used for each 14C measurement in
order to have remaining material for either a replicate
measurement or a measurement of another proxy from
the same batch of individuals (e.g. δ18O). These age
estimates based on large-volume bulk samples are used
to quantify spatial patterns of net vertical displacement of
sediment leading to horizontal variation in the mean age.
• Small-volume bulk samples. From sub-core 1 and 2, smallvolume samples with a volume of 1.8 cm3 (= 1 × 1.8 × 1 cm)
were taken from thin slabs for two depth layers (22–23 and
23–24 cm, indicated in green in Figure 2C zoom-in). As for
the large-volume bulk samples, 200 specimens were picked,
crushed and about one third of each sample (~800 μg
CaCO3) was used for radiocarbon measurements. These

in the PaleoProxy Lab at the Institute of Oceanography, National
Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan. From each sub-core, a thin slab
with 1 cm thickness along the length of the core was taken for X-ray
radiography before the sub-cores were split into smaller samples. The
sub-cores 1 to 5 were vertically sampled in 2 cm thick slices and the
sub-cores 6 to 9 in 1 cm slices. The sub-cores 7 to 9 were additionally
horizontally split into two parts, A and B (Figure 2C). All samples
were freeze-dried, wet-sieved through a 63 μm mesh and dried at
50 °C before foraminiferal tests were picked. All analyses were based
on the most abundant planktonic foraminiferal species Trilobatus
sacculifer (T. sacculifer, without sac-like ﬁnal chamber, 315–355 μm
size fraction).
The sub-cores extracted from the box core were of different
lengths, ranging between 33.5 and 38 cm (Table 1). We restricted
the measurements to a maximum depth of 34 cm for all but subcore 1, on which the ﬁrst 14C measurements were performed with
130 and 165 specimens for the depths from 0 to 1 and 36–37 cm,
respectively, to estimate the age range covered by the core.
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data are used to test whether the net displacement depends
on the spatial scale and thus the sample volume.
• Small-n samples. Ten replicates of ﬁve specimens were
measured for the depth layers 6–8 and 36–37 cm from subcore 1 (indicated in gray in Figure 2C zoom-in). In contrast
to the 200 foraminifera samples, which are intended to
average out the variation between individuals in a sample so
that differences between distinct sediment volumes can be
measured, these small-n samples are used to determine the
within-sample age-heterogeneity and the vertical extent of
the mixing. Samples from two different depths were used to
test whether the mixing changed along the core and over
time. However, the upper depth might be less reliable
because it lies within the actively mixed layer.

biases in the core retrieval, the manual sampling or the
preferential preservation of younger specimens.

2.3 Estimation of the Sediment
Accumulation Rate
The sediment accumulation rate is derived from a simulation
with the depth-age model BACON (Blaauw and Christen, 2011)
using a vertical resolution of 1 cm and the Marine20 calibration
curve (Heaton et al., 2020) to convert raw 14C data to calendar
ages. We use all radiocarbon data for this approach, with the
small-volume bulk samples and the small-n samples averaged for
their respective depths.

2.4 Estimation of the Sediment Mixing
Strength

All measurements were performed with an accelerator mass
spectrometer Mini Carbon Dating System (MICADAS) equipt
with a Carbonate Handling System (CHS) and Gas Interface
System (GIS) at the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven,
Germany (Wacker et al., 2010; Mollenhauer et al., 2021). All
samples were prepared and measured as gas targets following the
standard operating procedures described by Mollenhauer et al.
(2021). Brieﬂy, all samples were weighed into 4.5 mL septum
sealed vials, loaded into the CHS and ﬂushed with ultra-pure
helium for 5 min with 70 mL min−1 to remove all traces of
atmospheric CO2 using a two-way needle. After addition of
200 μL phosphoric acid (H3PO4, P85%, Fluka 30,417) the
hydrolyzation reaction took place over ~30 min at 70 °C.
Following complete hydrolysis, sample CO2 was ﬂushed from
the vial for 1 min at 70 mL min−1 He ﬂow and passed over a
phosphorus pentoxide trap to remove water vapor. CO2 was
subsequently concentrated on the zeolith trap of the GIS,
quantiﬁed manometrically and fed into the ion source.
Radiocarbon data were normalized against standard gas (CO2
produced from NIST Oxalic Acid II, NIST SRM4990C) and blank
corrected against sample size-matched blank foraminifera (preEemian age) processed alongside the samples (Mollenhauer et al.,
2021).
All radiocarbon data were calibrated and converted to
calendar ages based on the Marine20 calibration (Heaton
et al., 2020) using the R package Bchron (Haslett and Parnell,
2008; R version 4.0.3; R Core Team, 2020). We used the default
reservoir age provided in Marine20 and did not adjust for local
marine reservoir effects because we are only comparing relative,
and not absolute ages.
Besides the processes affecting the signal prior to the core
extraction, a number of steps during the sampling can also result
in biases. A tilted incline of the corer at the seabed can result in
skewed layers within the core and can lead to differences in
derived parameters from different sides of the core especially
when compared by sediment depth. Additional biases can arise
from an imprecise manual sampling of single layers and from the
preferential preservation of younger specimens due to their
shorter residence time in the sediment compared to older
counterparts. We carefully examined our data set with respect
to the described errors by analyzing the difference in age between
different sides of the core. We did not ﬁnd any indication for
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The variation in age between individual foraminifera from the
same depth, σind, can be used as a measure of the sediment mixing
strength. As our current analytical capabilities do not allow us to
measure the radiocarbon content of a single T. sacculifer test, we
instead measure 14C on samples of 5 individuals, and rescale the
variance between them following Dolman et al. (2021a). To
obtain σind from σrep we ﬁrst subtract the measurement error
variance, σmeas, before multiplying by the number of individual
specimens, nf, and taking the square root. σmeas includes the
reported measurement error and the additional uncertainty from
the calibration to calendar age.

σ ind  nf σ 2rep − σ 2meas 
(1)
If σind is rescaled using the sediment accumulation rate, it
represents the average distance that individual particles have been
moved by mixing, and in a simple 1-box mixing model, it can be
thought of as the mixing depth (e.g. Berger and Heath, 1968).

2.5 Estimation of the Net Sediment
Displacement
The variations in derived 14C ages from the small- and largevolume bulk samples are used to describe the net sediment
displacement, i.e. the effect of the spatially non-uniform
mixing on the mean age of a sample. We evaluate this by
analyzing the deviations of the individual age estimates to the
respective mean of each depth layer corrected for the expected
variations due to the large but still ﬁnite sample size. To only
study the effect of the net displacement, we subtract the
variations caused by the measurement error and the
calibration as well as from the ﬁnite sample size.

2.6 Visual Assessment of Mixing
Radiograph images were taken from the thin slabs at the Institute
of Oceanography at the National Taiwan University, Taipei,
Taiwan, and are, together with optical photographs, used to
qualitatively determine the mixing extent and intensity. Both
types of images allow a visual inspection of the mixing conditions
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FIGURE 3 | Depth-age illustrations for calibrated radiocarbon ages. (A) Calibrated ages for the large-volume bulk samples are shown with gray points and their
respective mean per depth layer illustrated in black. Measurement errors for single data points are not displayed due to their small magnitude. The blue diamonds are age
estimates based on small-n samples while the golden triangles show ages from the small-volume bulk samples. (B) Absolute calibrated calendar ages from the largevolume bulk samples are illustrated for each sub-core and arranged according to the sub-sampling of the core to illustrate the three dimensions (see Figure 2B).

TABLE 2 | Overview of calibrated calendar ages derived from the14C
measurements of the low-resolution bulk samples. For each depth interval (in
cm), the mean age (μlowres), the standard deviation (σcores), the total range (z =
maxage − minage) as well as the mean measurement error (σmeas) of all twelve
subcores (see Table 1) are given in years. For the layer from 32 to 34 cm, the
data point from sub-core 9B had to be removed due to reported problems
during the measurement and is not included in the analyses.
Depth

μlow

σcores

z

σmeas

0–2
6–8
10–12
16–18
22–24
28–30
32–34

2241
3703
4791
6086
8954
12523
16373

503
681
524
611
471
1125
1354

1710
2485
1505
1919
1539
3345
4289

114
118
139
122
149
187
237

TABLE 3 | Replicated14C measurements on small-n samples from sub-core 1.
The number of measured specimens nf as well as the number of replicate
measurements nrep is given. μrep is the mean of replicated age estimates per depth
layer, σrep the standard deviation and σmeas the mean measurement error. σind is
the inferred standard deviation in age between individual samples, following
Dolman et al. (2021a). All estimates are given in years.
nf

nrep

μrep

σrep

σmeas

σind

6–8
36–37

5
5

10
10

2,849
19,140

977
3,126

139
299

2,184
6,990

has an age of 18,333 years (±226 years). The horizontal
standard deviations (σcores) in each depth layer vary between
471 (22–24 cm) and 1,354 years (32–34 cm). Generally, the
range of ages, the standard deviations within a depth layer and
the measurement errors (σmeas) increase with sediment depth
and age (Figure 3; Table 2).

and a separation between homogeneously mixed material with a
mottled appearance and the historical layer with potential deep
reaching burrows (e.g. Löwemark and Werner, 2001; Löwemark,
2015).

3.1.2 Small-Volume Bulk Samples
To investigate whether and how the net displacement varies in space,
we analyzed the horizontal variations in the small-volume bulk
samples (1.8 cm3). The mean ages of the small-volume samples
are similar to those of the large-volume bulk samples from their
respective depth and sub-core, and agree within the standard error.
However, the small-volume samples show a signiﬁcantly higher
variance than the large-volume samples (golden triangles vs. gray
points, Figure 3A, F-test with p = 0.01) with a SD of 1,089 years for
the small-volume samples compared to 471 years for the largevolume samples, despite being based on measurements with the
same number of foraminiferal tests.

3 RESULTS
In the following, we present the results of the individual 14C
measurements, grouped by sampling approach as described in
Section 2.2. We then derive the sediment accumulation rate
(Section 3.2) as well as the extent (Section 3.3) and the spatial
structure of the mixing (Section 3.4) before describing different
error terms affecting the reliability of derived age estimates
(Section 3.5).

3.1.3 Small-n Samples and Age Heterogeneity
To infer the age-heterogeneity within a sediment sample and thus the
mixing, the replicated measurements of the small-n samples from 6 to
8 and 36–37 cm from sub-core 1 are used. The mean age for the
upper layer is 2,849 years with σrep of 977 years, and 19,140 years with
a SD of 3,126 years for the deeper layer (Table 3, individual data

3.1 Radiocarbon Measurements
3.1.1 Large-Volume Bulk Samples
The youngest calibrated 14C age estimate from the largevolume bulk samples is 1,803 years (±109 years 1 standard
deviation (SD) measurement error), while the oldest sample
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FIGURE 4 | Derived sediment accumulation rates using the BACON
model and all 14C ages (averages of the small-volume bulk and the small-n
samples). The rate decreases from the upper core part towards the bottom of
the core. The conﬁdence intervals are ± one standard deviation of all
realizations from BACON.

FIGURE 6 | Three-dimensional view on age-heterogeneity within the
core. Residuals to the respective mean of each depth layer are shown for all
twelve sub-cores. They generally increase with depth and show the largest
deviations towards the bottom of the core. Residuals from the smallvolume bulk samples are compared to the overall mean of all twelve samples
and are shown in the insert.

from 6 to 8 cm is younger than the large-volume samples mean
(2,849 vs. 3,703 years, Table 2), but this difference is not statistically
signiﬁcant.

3.2 Sediment Accumulation Rate
With an average age of 2,241 years for the top layer and
19,140 years for the lowest measured layer (36–37 cm), the
sediment core covers the Holocene and the last glacial
termination. The sediment accumulation rate was determined
using the BACON model (Blaauw and Christen, 2011). To obtain
estimates at a spatial scale comparable to the extent of mixing, we
applied a running mean with a width of 10 cm to the derived
accumulation rate model. For the upper part of the core
(10–18 cm, disregarding the mixed layer), the model suggests
an average sediment accumulation rate of 3.4 cm kyr−1 (Figure 4)
while the deeper part of the core is characterized by a transition to
lower sediment accumulation rates with a mean of 1.6 cm kyr−1
(>18 cm).
FIGURE 5 | Assessment of the vertical extent of sediment mixing as well
as the intensity by visually analyzing photograph and radiograph images from
sub-core 2 exemplarily. All images are in the Supplementary Figure S1. The
radiograph image was done on a thin slab (~1 cm thick sediment slice).
Possible burrowing activities are indicated on the radiograph image for
Zoophycos (black) and loosely ﬁlled burrows (gray). The characteristic depth
intervals of bioturbated sediments are described as well. Horizontal gray bars
indicate the sampled layers for 14C analyses.

3.3 Sediment Mixing and Bioturbation Depth
Estimates
Visual analyses of optical images and radiographs are used to
distinguish between a homogeneously mixed layer at the top of
each sub-core, followed by increasingly distinct burrows which
mark the transition to the historical layer with single deep
reaching burrows, such as Zoophycos (Figure 5). The
exemplarily shown sub-core 2 illustrates the vertical extent of
sediment mixing which can be described with a homogeneous
color in the photograph and a mottled appearance in the
radiograph. The homogeneously mixed layer extends to about
8 cm, followed by the transition from the increasingly distinct

points in Figure 3A). The inferred SD between single foraminifera,
σind (Eq. 1), which can be seen as an estimate for the heterogeneity in
ages within a sample, is 2,184 years for the upper layer and
6,990 years for the deeper layer. The mean of the small-n samples
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FIGURE 7 | Different error terms affecting the reliability of 14C ages derived from large-volume bulk (200 foraminifera) samples. The measurement error (σmeas−err) is
shown combined with the uncertainty from the calendar age calibration (σcalibration, gray). Sampling only a ﬁnite number of specimens (σrep, orange) leads to an additional
uncertainty term which increases with decreasing sediment accumulation rates. The largest contribution to the overall uncertainty stems from the horizontal ageheterogeneity which is represented as the standard deviation per depth layer between the large-volume bulk samples from all sub-cores (σcores, blue). The smallvolume bulk samples (σsmall−volume, blue star) show an even larger uncertainty due to the smaller physical volume. The variations caused by the measurement error and
the ﬁnite sample size are subtracted from both σcores and σsmall−volume to show the true effect of the net displacement. The error terms are illustrated for (A) resulting age
uncertainty and (B) the net vertical displacement by considering the change in sediment accumulation rate with depth (Figure 4). The conﬁdence interval and the error
bar are the standard deviation of the standard deviation of the bulk samples, but in (B) not accounting for the uncertainty in the sediment accumulation rate.

burrows to the historical layer between 12 and 13 cm. The
historical layer is characterized by lighter and darker colors in
the image, the occurrence of individual deep reaching burrows
(Figure 5, marked in red) and loosely ﬁlled burrows (orange
marks).
Similar structures are also found in all other cores
(Supplementary Figure S1). The average extent of the mixed
layer is 8.4 ± 1.2 cm (1 SD) and the transition to the historical
layer occurs on average at 12.8 ± 0.9 cm. The visual assessment
indicates horizontal variability for all analyzed layers within the
core. Individual depths for each sub-core are listed in the
Supplementary Table S1.
In addition to the visual inspection of images, we used the
derived age-heterogeneity from the small-n data together with the
sediment accumulation rate (Section 3.2) to derive a mixing
depth. Depending on the considered depth interval and the
accumulation rate, we derive a bioturbation depth between 7.5
and 11 cm, consistent with the independent visual estimates.

depth layer increase with depth, exceeding ± 2,000 years with
large standard deviations for depths from 28 to 30 cm and
32–34 cm (Table 2). The resulting heterogeneous spatial
variability in the large-volume three-dimensional residuals
(Figure 6) indicates spatial coherence: the right panel for the
sub-cores 7A to 9B is often younger than its neighboring panel for
the sub-cores 4 to 6. Notably, the sub-cores 7A and 9B show
consistently younger ages while sub-core 5 is consistently older
than the average age. These patterns were tested for spatial
autocorrelation with a 3D Moran’s I (Moran, 1950) and are
statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05) which indicates more spatial
clustering than expected from a random process.
The horizontal variability derived from the small-volume bulk
samples (zoom-in panel in Figure 6) suggests that the spatial
scale of mixing is smaller than the volume of the large samples
which implies a dependency on the spatial scale of measurements.

3.5 Components of Age Uncertainty
Uncertainties in age-depth proﬁles are usually based on
analytical error terms, speciﬁcally the measurement error
which is reported by the laboratory and its conversion to
calendar ages. However, additional uncertainties arise from
both picking a ﬁnite number of specimens from a mixed
sediment sample, and from horizontal variation in mean age.

3.4 Spatial Structure of Sediment Mixing
The individual age-depth proﬁles in Figure 3 indicate a
continuous increase of age with depth for each sub-core.
However, the horizontal structure shows spatial variability
within single depth layers (Figure 6). Variations within a
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TABLE 4 | Contributions to age and depth uncertainty from different error terms. The error terms are described and illustrated in Section 3.5. The error from the standard
deviation across all large-volume bulk samples (σcores) is the remaining uncertainty after accounting for σmeas−err, σcalibration and an interpolated estimate of σrep. For the
small-volume bulk samples, σsmall−volume is mentioned in brackets at 23 cm depth. The depth estimates are derived by scaling the age estimates with the sediment
accumulation rate output from the BACON model.
Depth

1
7
11
17
23
29
33
36.5

σmeas−err +
σcalibration (yrs)

σmeas−err +
σcalibration (cm)

114
118
139
122
149
187
237

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3

σrep (yrs)

σrep (cm)

154

0.6

494

0.7

σcores (cm)

482
653
464
534
291 (995)
1,032
1,253

2.4
2.6
1.8
1.6
0.6 (2.0)
1.4
1.6

apply to the core shown here, we do not ﬁnd a distinct kink in the 14C
record which suggests that mixing is incomplete, or spatially and
temporally variable mixing describes the conditions more realistically
(Figure 1B).
From previous studies, we recognise the importance of
sediment mixing for proxy records and its inﬂuence on the
representativity of such reconstructions. The mixing leads to
additional uncertainty in the determination of the samples’ age
(e.g. Barker et al., 2007; Díaz-Asencio et al., 2020; Lougheed
et al., 2020; Dolman et al., 2021a) and to a smoothing of the
signal (Anderson, 2001). We can use simple models to estimate
the additional noise as well as the magnitude of smoothing.
However, these models assume homogeneous mixing which
underestimates the afore-described spatial variability. Besides
the active mixing, age-heterogeneity and age offsets can also
arise from changes in the foraminiferal ﬂux (i.e. the number of
specimens per cubic centimeter) which can amplify or reduce
the variations caused by mixing. Changes in the ﬂux are driven
by variations in the surface productivity and/or the thermal
structure of the upper water column (Bard et al., 1987; Jian
et al., 2000); thus, also containing environmental information.
However, the abundance of T. sacculifer does not change along
our sediment core and is consequently not the factor causing
the age-heterogeneity.
Likewise, selective bioturbation of different size-fractions can result
in biased age estimates (Peng et al., 1979; Broecker et al., 1984). Our
study is based on the size fraction from 315 to 355 μm, thus our results
might be invalid for the ﬁne material and other size fractions which
are differently affected by mixing (Wheatcroft, 1992; Díaz-Asencio
et al., 2020). In addition, changing corrosivity of bottom water mass
over time, oxygen-related changes in the benthic faunal community or
preferential dissolution of older foraminifera shells due to their
relatively longer residence time in the sediment can bias age
estimates (Barker et al., 2007). However, we expect that dissolution
at our study site is not important because the water depth at the core
location lies above the typical depth of the lysocline in the South China
Sea where the water is saturated with calcium carbonate (e.g.
Regenberg et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). We also ﬁnd no trend
toward lower diversity in trace fossils or a change in sediment color
from brown to gray, both of which would indicate changes in oxygen
levels (e.g. Froelich et al., 1979; Savrda, 2007). We therefore interpret

In order to account for these uncertainties, we assess the error
terms from the measurement and calibration process, from
the ﬁnite number of specimens as well as from the net
displacement of sediment material (Figure 7). The ﬁrst
error term is the calibrated value of the reported
uncertainty (derived from 14 C counting statistic) from the
MICADAS laboratory and increases with depth due to the
exponential decay of radiocarbon (mean of 152 years,
individual estimates per depth layer are in Table 4). The
error from picking and measuring a ﬁnite number of
specimens can be expressed by σind from the small-n
samples divided by the square root of the number of
picked specimens. This term shows a mean uncertainty of
325 years and increases with depth due to the decreasing
sediment accumulation rate. We use this term as an
approximation of the expected heterogeneity within the
bulk-samples based on the derived age-heterogeneity in the
small-n samples from 6 to 8 and 36–37 cm. The spatial ageheterogeneity σcores is the standard deviation of all largevolume bulk 14 C ages for each depth layer respectively. Due to
the change in sediment accumulation rate with depth, the age
uncertainty increases with depth from 291 to 1,253 years
(mean 673 years) while the net vertical displacement in
depth stays between 0.6 and 2.6 cm (mean 1.7 cm).

4 DISCUSSION
If sedimentation and mixing within the sediment is spatially
uniform, neighboring cores would be affected in the same way
and thus, nearby records should demonstrate replicable proﬁles.
In contrast, if mixing is incomplete, patchy or heterogeneous, the
afore-mentioned simple assumption does not hold and proxy
records from nearby cores will display differences due to their
unique mixing history.
Following the simple assumption of a homogeneous mixed layer
(Figure 1A), the transition to the historical layer is characterized by a
kink in the depth-age-relation and this depth is interpreted as the
mixing depth (Berger and Heath, 1968; Berger and Killingley, 1982;
Trauth et al., 1997). This might be true if the mixing is intense and
sediment accumulation rate low. However, even though both of these
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FIGURE 8 | An illustration of the effect of different error terms on the three-dimensional variability of 14C derived age estimates. The deviations from the mean age
per depth layer are smallest considering (A) only a random measurement error (including the calendar age calibration error) and increase when (B) the ﬁnite number of
randomly picked and measured specimens is taken into account. (C) The horizontal age-heterogeneity derived from all sub-cores (Figure 7, σcores) exceeds both
deviations and shows the true age-heterogeneity caused by mixing.

our observations as variability caused by mixing and discuss its spatial
scale in the following.

mixing structures, have larger standard deviations and are less
indicative for the mean age of a depth layer (Figures 3,6). As most
proxy analyses are performed on sample volumes of 10–20 cm3,
the applicable net displacement and its uncertainties would be in
between our estimates from the small- and large-volume samples
and are likely contained but potentially not considered in
conventional proxy analysis. Using fewer specimens increases
the range of age estimates for a given depth layer which would
rather be indicative of short-term local 14C changes, such as
upwelling and monsoonal activities for our study site in the South
China Sea (e.g. Xie et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2020), instead of the true
mean age of the layer which is desired for reliable age-depth
modeling.
The question remains to what extent our ﬁndings apply to
other sediment sites used for paleo-reconstructions. In most
cases, age-models are not replicated. In the replicated downcore radiocarbon age estimates from different tubes from a
multicore (SO213-84-2, Figure 7 in Dolman et al., 2021a), the
difference between age models is one order of magnitude higher
than expected from the uncertainty from the radiocarbon
measurements which provides strong evidence for a signiﬁcant
net displacement. Furthermore, an indirect evidence for sediment
mixing can be found in age-model reversals as seen in larger
compilations of marine proxy records which regularly contain
age-reversals in their chronologies (38% of the age-models in the
marine compilation in Marcott et al., 2013 contain an age
reversal, 19% have a reversal larger than twice the given
uncertainty bounds). The true number might be even higher
because cores or core-sections with difﬁcult age-models may
sometimes remain unpublished even though this might simply
be the result of active sediment mixing. Thus, our ﬁndings are
likely applicable beyond our study site but similar studies at other
sites would be very useful to investigate the dependence of the
sedimentation setting.
The magnitude of the errors associated with a14 C age
estimate inﬂuences the shape of a potential depth-age

4.1 The Spatial Scale of Mixing and
Sediment Heterogeneity
The conventionally considered error terms of the measurement
and the calibration process underestimate the true uncertainty of
the age-depth relationship that includes also spatial displacement
(Figure 7), and disregard deep reaching bioturbation effects, e.g.
the formation of spreiten, which can lead to signiﬁcant deviations
from the mean age and severe offsets in the horizontal age
structure (Löwemark and Werner, 2001; Leuschner et al.,
2002; Löwemark and Grootes, 2004). The magnitude of
different error terms (Section 3.5) is dependent on the
sediment accumulation rate and can therefore be different in
age and depth units.
Figures 8A,B illustrate in three dimensions the scale and
pattern of variation in age that could be generated from the
independent 14C measurement error and the measurement of
a ﬁnite number of specimens from a homogeneously mixed
sediment, respectively. Figure 8C shows the pattern observed
in the real data, which differs from that shown in the previous
two ﬁgures, suggesting that it likely contains a component of
incomplete and/or heterogeneous mixing leading to net
displacement. The assumption that mixing is at least partly
responsible for the clustering of spatial patterns from e.g.
burrowing activities and resulting low reproducibility of
nearby cores can be conﬁrmed with a statistically
signiﬁcant spatial correlation within the presented core
(Moran’s I, p < 0.05).
The presented variability in Figure 8C is based on the largevolume bulk samples (200 specimens from volumes of 64 or
128 cm3) which averages out small structures within the
sediment, whereas age estimates from small-volume samples
with 1.8 cm3 are more likely to be inﬂuenced by small-scale
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4.3 Suggested 14C Measurement Strategy to
Determine Mixing and Net Displacement
and to Enable a Reliable Dating

relationship. An example of a BACON realization for subcore 8B (vertical resolution of 1 cm) with conventional error
estimates based only on the uncertainty stemming from the
measurement and calibration (as in Figure 8A) shows that
most of the age estimates from the other sub-cores lie outside
of the suggested 95% conﬁdence interval (Supplementary
Figure S2A). In contrast, when the observed variability in age
estimates (Figure 8C) is used as an error estimate, the
BACON model (not surprisingly) shows an overlap of the
conﬁdence intervals with most of the individual age estimates
(Supplementary Figure S2B). Hence, it may be useful to
include the effect of the net displacement, i.e. that a dated
sample might not represent the correct age for the layer it was
sampled from, into age-model strategies for marine
sediments. A similar strategy was proposed for lake
sediments already (Heegaard et al., 2005).

A number of studies already compared different dating
strategies (e.g. Andree, 1987; Blaauw et al., 2018; Lacourse
and Gajewski, 2020) and we therefore do not want to propose
an all-encompassing strategy, as this also depends on external
conditions, such as ﬁnancial and laboratory capacity, as well
as the individual characteristics of each core. For studies
which need reliable dating with a precise quantiﬁcation of
the age-model uncertainty and mixing, we suggest a sampling
strategy based on our ﬁndings (Figure 9). It should be noted,
however, that our suggestions focus on sampling strategies for
optimal age modeling to derive from this information on the
uncertainty inherent in the reconstructed proxy data that
should be considered in the interpretation. Moreover, these
results and recommendations apply to bioturbated sediments
and would not apply to sediment cores which are clearly
laminated or show other signs that they were deposited in
dysoxic or anoxic conditions.
We recommend sampling in batches to adapt it to the
accumulation characteristics of the core. Speciﬁc suggestions on
the replications, the number of specimens and the sample volumes
are mentioned in Figure 9. Samples for the age determination should
have a similar sediment volume as those for the proxy, so that they are
affected by the same sediment heterogeneity. Furthermore, if proxy
and radiocarbon measurements are based on the same sedimentary
material, e.g. calcite tests, they should be derived from the same
sediment sample instead of two smaller sediment samples from the
same depth. The minimal number of shells to measure in order to
derive reliable age estimates can be approximated with the
information on the sediment accumulation rate and the mixing
depth as well as with calculations and reference charts (e.g. Eq. 5
and Figure 8 in Dolman et al., 2021a).
The ultimate aim of each dating approach is to establish a
reliable depth-age scale. A ﬁrst approximation of the covered
temporal period of a core and a rough estimate of the sediment
accumulation rate can be derived with age estimates ideally based
on a large number of specimens from the top and the bottom of a
core. An additional data point at an intermediate depth can
provide information on the consistency of the sediment
accumulation rate.
Replicated measurements of small numbers of foraminifera
(10 × 5 specimens) from the same sample can be sampled from
several depths to infer the mixing extent and intensity. Similar
approaches were applied in previous studies and provided reliable
estimates (e.g. Lougheed et al., 2018; Fagault et al., 2019; Dolman
et al., 2021a). Additional information on the presence of
bioturbational structures from trace fossils and their intensity
(e.g. Zoophycos, Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure S1) can be
obtained from X-ray images. To further assess the small-scale
heterogeneity among samples, we recommend the sampling of
several horizontal samples, if possible. This might be restricted by
the available core diameter and material, but will provide valuable
insights.

4.2 Potential Implications for
Paleo-Reconstructions
While the classical uncertainty of radiocarbon dates (derived
from 14C counting statistic, σmeas−err + σcalibration) is independent
of the sedimentation rate, the effect of measuring radiocarbon
dates on a ﬁnite number of foraminifera in a mixed sediment
(σrep) and the effect of the net displacement (σcores) are inversely
proportional to the sedimentation rate and thus most important
for low sedimentation conditions. For example, assuming a 10 cm
sedimentation rate; a net displacement of 2 cm would lead to an
additional 200 years (1 SD) uncertainty from the net
displacement comparable to the typical radiocarbon
uncertainty in the Holocene.
While for single records, such an age uncertainty might not affect
the inferred conclusions, it does, however, affect the comparison
between records from different sites, between reconstructed climate
and independent forcing time-series as well as large scale stacks of
records. For example, Marcott et al. (2013) (their SI Figure 17)
estimated that in the global mean Holocene stack, variability at
millennial scales (1/1000 years) is underestimated by a factor of
two, mainly caused by the radiocarbon age-uncertainty. If we
speculate that the true time uncertainty is 30% times larger due to
mixing and net displacement as shown here, this would imply that
millennial scale variations might be damped by a factor of ﬁve in the
reconstructions. Thus, the smooth reconstructed Holocene
temperature evolution might be further away from the true
temperature variations. Reschke et al. (2019b) used the correlation
between nearby records to estimate the signal to noise ratio in marine
sediment records. The study found that the results were strongly
dependent on the age uncertainty estimates; if the true age uncertainty
is considerably stronger than usually assumed, as proposed here, this
would also imply that the signal to noise ratio and thus the quality of
the sediment records is higher than suggested by Reschke et al.
(2019b). Given the importance of knowing the accurate ageuncertainty, estimates of the mixing and the net displacement for
other sedimentation conditions would be very valuable for
quantitative paleo-reconstructions.
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FIGURE 9 | Overview and illustration suggested steps towards an improved sampling protocol for a single core. The boxes correspond to proposed samples in the
2D sketch and contain suggestions for different sample types with the depth and the number of layers to samples, the ideal number of specimens nf, the number of
replicates nrep−within from one sample or the number of replicated samples from one depth nrep−between as well as the physical volume of a sample V14C. The sample
volume should be similar or the same as the volume used for the proxy reconstruction (i.e. 10 - 20 cm3). The second row indicates the information which can be
derived from each individual sample type and it indicates to which of the samples from our study it can be compared.

As a last step, measurements with many specimens from
large volumes for multiple, regularly spaced intervals can be
performed. A high vertical density is desired but depends on
the sedimentary conditions and might be limited by the
availability of material and the ﬁnancial resources.
However, applying the strategy on a limited number of
cores in different sedimentation conditions would allow an
estimation the range of expected age displacements and thus
allow for more realistic age-depth models including
uncertainty estimates in the future.

The new estimation of uncertainties implies that the
traditionally considered errors related to 14 C derived ages
are likely too optimistic. Both the mixing and the sediment
displacement affect the representativity of a derived age
estimate in a way which is not clearly quantiﬁed yet. We
provide a data-based estimate of the vertical net displacement
indicating that the depth of a speciﬁc age might vary by up to
3 cm from one core to another with an effective age
uncertainty about ﬁve times larger than usually assumed. If
resources and funding permit, we recommend replicated
radiocarbon measurements of samples with small numbers
of foraminifera, e.g. 10 × 5 specimens for one or two depths,
and (replicated) measurements based on many specimens of
large-volume samples, e.g. core halves, to quantify the full
magnitude of uncertainty for the age-depth model. An
examination of the spatial variability of age estimates
under other sedimentary conditions, e.g. higher sediment
accumulation rates or weaker/stronger mixing, would allow
a more detailed description of the effects and a
parameterisation of these in depth-age models.

5 CONCLUSION
The analysis of radiocarbon in foraminiferal tests as a tracer of time
since deposition shows at a ﬁrst sight that all sub-cores showed an
agreement on the temporal 14C decrease from the early Holocene to
the last glacial termination. However, the detailed investigation of the
three-dimensional variability in ages pointed out a much larger
uncertainty than what is usually accounted for in depth-age
models. This is to some extent caused by the measurement of a
ﬁnite number of specimens which leads to an uncertain estimate of the
true age. An additional contribution to the increased uncertainty is the
(vertical) displacement of sedimentary material which is more
pronounced in small volume samples. Even if all of these
parameters were taken into account, there is a lack of clear
delineation or kink in the 14C record between the mixed and the
historical layer, which is often used in studies or simulations as a
determination of the bioturbation depth (e.g. Berger and Heath, 1968;
Berger and Killingley, 1982).
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